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This paper looks at a number of cases of unusual number agreement in copular sentences. Two of them
involve agreement between the copula and the predicate nominal — transparently in one case, and
abstractly in the other, where plural copula inflection is controlled by a silent plural noun in the struc-
ture of the predicate. A third set of data concerns specificational pseudoclefts with multiple wh-con-
stituents, in which the first postcopular noun phrase can control number agreement with the copula
only if it can be syntactically displaced into a position local to the copula, in a manner similar to what
is found in long-distance agreement. Taken together, these datasets further emphasise the importance
of structural locality in the distribution of number agreement — in copular sentences and elsewhere.

1 Dat zijn kooplieden — Plural agreement with the predicate nominal

In a debate that raged in the early 1960s in the pages of the premier Dutch linguistics journal of the
era, De nieuwe taalgids, sentences of the type in (1) played the leading role.1

(1) a. dat/dit/het zijn kooplieden
that/this/it are merchants
‘those/these/they are merchants’

b. ik denk dat dat/dit/het kooplieden zijn
I think that that/this/it merchants are
‘I think that those/these/they are merchants’

These kinds of sentences are noteworthy for the fact that they involve a neuter singular pronoun
(distal dat ‘that’, proximal dit ‘this’ or simply het ‘it’) in what appears to be the structural subject
position of a clause whose finite copula bears plural inflection (zijn ‘are’). There is, to be sure, a
plural noun phrase in the sentence, the postcopular kooplieden ‘merchants’; but if the pronoun is the
subject, then kooplieden must be the predicate nominal, and if the copula is agreeing for number with
the predicate rather than the subject, this is an apparent upset of the pattern found elsewhere in the
grammars of the Indo-European languages. For instance, if one were of the opinion that only one of
the members of the ‘Fab Four’ really amounted to anything (and the other three were just fillers), one
could not put this across in a copular sentence in which the copula agrees with the postcopular plural
predicate nominal de Beatles; one would have to use singular inflection instead, as in (2a). Plural
inflection becomes obligatory when the relative order of subject and predicate is flipped, as in (2b).2

(2) a. John Lennon was/*waren de  Beatles b. de Beatles waren/*was John Lennon
John Lennon was/were the Beatles the Beatles were/was John Lennon
‘John Lennon was/*were The Beatles’ ‘The Beatles were/*was John Lennon’

1 These are often referred to in the Dutch linguistics community as ‘kooplieden sentences’, because of the choice
of plural noun in the original examples, probably inspired by the sentence dat zijn geen ezels, dat zijn kooplieden ‘that
are no donkeys, that are merchants’ (p. 185) in De jonge reizende kooplieden, of de opvoeding door den drang der
noodzakelijkheid ‘the young travelling merchants, or education by the force of necessity’, the 1841 Dutch rendition of
the original French by Langlois. For discussion of ‘kooplieden sentences’, see Broekhuis & Den Dikken (2012:§8.2.3).

2 Similarly in de Beatles waren/*was immens populair ‘the Beatles were/*was immensely popular’.
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As early as De Groot (1949:153), linguists have sought to circumvent the agreement problem
apparently posed by (1) by treating kooplieden as the subject of these sentences, with the pronoun
analysed as the underlying predicate, realised in the structural subject position. Bos (1961) stepped
into De Groot’s shadow. But Merckens (1961) disagreed that the pronoun in (1) is necessarily the
predicate of these copular sentences, pointing out that there is an ambiguity in sentences of this type
that can be brought out by forcing the pronoun into the predicate position. Thus, consider (3), which
is in fact the title of Merckens’ paper.

(3) zijn dat kooplieden of zijn kooplieden dat?
are that merchants or are merchants that
‘are they merchants, or are merchants (like) that?’

In the second disjunct of (3), dat explicitly finds itself in the position of the predicate, with zijn
undergoing subject–finite verb inversion with kooplieden ‘merchants’. But in the first disjunct,
subject–Vfin inversion flips the relative positions of zijn and dat, the latter thus clearly occupying
the structural subject position. Though this syntactic difference does not in and of itself disprove that
in the first disjunct dat is an underlying predicate, the fact that the two disjuncts of (3) mean very
different things (as their English prose translations help bring out) makes it unlikely that they have
the same underlier. Since dat is clearly a predicate in the second disjunct of (3), we are led to the
conclusion that it must instead be the deep subject of the first, with kooplieden ‘merchants’ in the
predicate position.

The syntax underlying (1) (cast in terms of my 2006 theory of predication, according to
which every predication relation is mediated in syntax by a head, called the RELATOR) thus looks as
in (4).

(4) [RP [Subject dat/dit/het ‘that/this/it’] [RN RELATOR [Predicate kooplieden ‘merchants’]]]

The copula apparently picks the predicate rather than the pronominal subject as its Agree-goal in sen-
tences built on (4). A simple answer to why this is the case would be that the position of first-merge
for the copula is the RELATOR head in (4), so that the closest target for an Agree relation involving
the copula is the predicate nominal. This is likely to be an ingredient of the answer; but it cannot be
the full answer. This is clear from the fact that it remains possible to have the finite verb agree with
kooplieden when that finite verb is not the copula but, for instance, a modal, not merged under R:

(5) dat/dit/het zouden kooplieden kunnen zijn
that/this/it would.PL merchants can.INF be
‘those/these/they could be merchants’

But perhaps the copula is not in fact agreeing with the predicate nominal after all? It would
certainly seem difficult to hold the elements physically appearing in the structural subject position
in (1) (viz., dat/dit/het ‘that/ this/it’) responsible themselves for agreement with the copula. There
can be no doubt that these pronouns are singular, and can never control plural agreement with the
finite verb when they serve as subjects in the absence of a plural predicate nominal:
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(6) a. dat/dit/het {is/*zijn} vervelend
that/this/it   is/are annoying

b. dat/dit/het {staat/*staan} in de krant
that/this/it   stands/stand in the newspaper

c. dat/dit/het {verbaast/*verbazen} me
that/this/it   surprises/surprise me

It is imaginable, however, that precisely in the presence of a plural predicate nominal, a more
abstract representation for the apparently simple pronominal subject can be licensed — one in which
there is a source for plural agreement with the finite verb. Here we might be thinking of something
assimilating the subject of (1) to what we see in (7):

(7) dat/dit soort/type mensen zijn kooplieden
that/this sort/type people are merchants
‘that/this sort/type of people are merchants’

The sort/type of construction is notable in Germanic for the fact that the second noun in the string
that/this sort/type of N can control external agreement, although the first noun is what the demon-
strative agrees with (Dutch soort has a neuter form, and type is uniquely neuter; dat/dit agrees with
the first noun in gender). Now, if we allow ourselves the liberty to postulate abstract tokens of soort/
type and, most importantly, plural mensen ‘people’ in the syntax of (1), as in (8) (where small
capitals indicate surface silence), we would be able to have agreement with the copula proceed along
familiar lines: the subject, thanks to the fact that it contains a plural noun in final position, is now
capable of controlling plural agreement.

(8) dat/dit SOORT/TYPE MENSEN zijn kooplieden
that/this sort/type people are merchants

But (7) is not semantically equivalent to (1): in (1) we are not talking about a particular sort
or type of people; we are talking about a bunch of individuals (deictically identified by dat/dit, which
can be accompanied by ostension) of whom we are saying that they are merchants. Moreover, (8)
as such does not get us very far in the case of the version of (1) that features het ‘it’ rather than dat
or dit. Although het doubles as a pronoun and a definite article, it still cannot combine with the overt
material following dat/dit in (7): het soort mensen zijn kooplieden ‘the sort of people are merchants’
is incomplete; a relative clause (e.g., dat altijd de koersen op de beurs in de gaten houdt ‘that always
keep an eye on the stock exchange’) would have to be added to make it work. Postulating a silent
relative clause in addition to the silence already assumed in (8) would be too much of a good thing;
and assuming that when soort/type mensen ‘sort/type of people’ remains silent after the definite
article, it is not in the same need of modification as when it is spelled out does not seem falsifiable.

Moreover, once we allow abstract SOORT/TYPE MENSEN to occur in the subject position in
(8), there is no obvious reason why we should not also allow it in the predicate position (as long as
it is clear from the context that we are talking about people of certain types). The approach in (8)
thus opens the door to sentences of the type in (9), which are impossible despite the fact that, once
(8) is adopted, there is no apparent problem with the structure for (10) (which, incidentally, produces
a perfectly fine output when pronounced in full).
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(9) (wat types mensen betreft,) *dit zijn net dat
as regards types of people this are just that

(10) dit TYPE MENSEN zijn net dat TYPE MENSEN

this type people are just that type people

I think it best, therefore, to keep the genie of silent abstract nouns safely inside the bottle in the con-
text of sentences of the type in (1).3

Another potential avenue towards making the pronominal subject responsible for plural
agreement with the copula in (1) could be to capitalise on the fact that this pronoun typically needs
a discourse antecedent — one that can be presented as a hanging topic immediately preceding the
pronoun, as in (11):

(11) {die mannen/ Jan en Piet}, dat zijn kooplieden
  those men Jan and Piet that are merchants
‘those men/Jan and Piet, those are merchants’

The hanging topic in (11) is a plural noun phrase or a coordination of two singulars, which when
serving as the structural subject of a finite verb will always trigger plural inflection of that verb in
Dutch (Jan en Piet zijn/*is kooplieden ‘Jan and Piet are/*is merchants’). So one might venture the
hypothesis that the pronoun in the structural subject position of ‘kooplieden sentences’ forms an
underlying constituent with a plural-triggering hanging topic, overtly present in the case of (11) and
silent in (1).

The problem with this hypothesis (apart from issues regarding its technical execution) is that
a resumptive pronoun for a hanging topic in Dutch must show concord in number and gender with
the topic (see (12)4). The combination of a plural or conjoined hanging topic with a singular resump-
tive is impossible outside the realm of sentences of the type in (1). In (12c) a plural resumptive is
needed, to match the plural nature of the hanging topic; neuter singular dat is out of the question.

(12) a. dat meisje, dat speelt gitaar
that girl.NT.SG that.NT.SG plays guitar

b. die jongen, die speelt gitaar
that boy.CG.SG that.CG.SG plays guitar

c. {die mannen/ Jan en Piet}, die spelen gitaar
  those men Jan and Piet those.PL play guitar

Treating (1) on a par with (11) and having the hanging topic trigger plural verb inflection without
forcing concord with the resumptive would be without precedent in Dutch grammar. The point of
setting up an analysis of (1) along the lines of (11) was an attempt to make them be ‘well-behaved’;
but in the end, the resumption analysis could only help to reinforce the sui generis nature of (1).

3 I am making no statement here about the general (de)merits of silent abstract nouns of the types prominently
postulated in work by Richard Kayne (see, e.g., Kayne 2003). The text statement is intended to apply just to the case
under discussion. In section 2, I will in fact be exploiting silent abstract nouns myself. But for (1), they are not helpful.

4 In the gloss of (12b), ‘CG’ stands for ‘common gender’, the counterpart in the Dutch gender system to ‘neuter’.
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Now that (8) and (11) have turned out to lead us into a dead-end streets, we are back to the
conclusion that in (1) the copula agrees with the plural predicate nominal, not with the singular
occupant of the structural subject position. But the syntax of Dutch does not give predicate nominals
a blanket licence to control agreement with the finite verb. While the a–sentences in (13)–(15) allow
allow (indeed, prefer) het ‘it’ as the subject of the plural-inflected copula or semi-copula, in the
semantically very closely related b–sentences (in which the verb is not a (semi-)copula and/or the
predicative noun is preceded by a preposition), plural inflection is possible only when the subject is
a plural pronoun.5

(13) a. als je kikkers kust, worden {ze/het} prinsen
if you frogs kiss become.PL  they/it princes
‘if you kiss frogs, they become princes’

b. als je kikkers kust, veranderen {ze/*het} in prinsen
if you frogs kiss change   they/it in princes
‘if you kiss frogs, they turn into princes’

(14) a. {ze/het} lijken wel kikkers
  they/it seem.PL DPRT frogs
‘they seem (to be) frogs’

b. {ze/*het} lijken op kikkers
  they/it seem.PL on frogs
‘they look like frogs’

(15) a. wat deze acteurs betreft, in deze film zijn {ze/het} helden
what these actors concerns in this movie are  they/it heroes
‘as regards these actors, in this movie they are heroes’

b. wat deze acteurs betreft, in deze film spelen {ze/*het} helden
what these actors concerns in this movie play   they/it heroes
‘as regards these actors, in this movie they are playing (the roles of) heroes’

The ill-formedness of the b–examples with het gives us an important clue as to the conditions under
which a predicative plural noun phrase can control agreement with the finite verb. In (13b) and
(14b), the predicate nominal (prinsen ‘princes’, kikkers ‘frogs’) appears inside a PP. It does not serve
as the argument of this P: in and op are functional Ps. But the presence of this P does deactivate its
complement, and makes it impossible for the predicate nominal to have its features serve as Agree-
goals higher up the tree. That P in these constructions engages in a syntactic relationship with the
nominal in its complement is clear from the fact that it assigns it case. We see this in (16b,c). 

5 Note also the following example pair:

(i) a. dit staat geregistreerd als een originele Rembrandt
this stands registered as an original Rembrandt

b. *dit staan geregistreerd als originele Rembrandts
this stand registered as original Rembrandts

In the geregistreerd staan als x construction, x is a secondary predicate. A plural secondary predicate cannot trigger
agreement on the verb because it is not syntactically local to the verb.
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(16) a. jij bent ik ik ben jij
you are.2SG I I am.1SG you.NOM

‘you are me’ ‘I am you’
b. jij veranderde in mij/*ik ik veranderde in jou/*jij

you changed in me/I I changed in you.ACC/*NOM

‘you changed into me’ ‘I changed into you’
c. jij lijkt op mij/*ik ik lijk op jou/*jij

you seem on me/I I seem on you.ACC/*NOM

‘you look like me’ ‘I look like you’
d. jij speelde mij/*ik ik speelde jou/*jij

you played me/I I played you.ACC/*NOM

‘you played me’ ‘I played you’

Although in a ‘plain’ copular sentence it is never easy to have a nominative pronoun across from the
copula, (16a) is possible.6 But in (16b) and (16c), the nominative form is entirely impossible in the
complement of the preposition. We see the same, but without a preposition being involved, in the
spelen ‘play’ case in (15b): again, (16d) is possible only with the non-nominative form. Because the
non-subject nominals in these examples are the goals of a case-Agree relation, they cannot be active
as Agree-goals outside their case-assigning domains. It is impossible for the plural finite verb in the
b–sentences in (13)–(15) to agree with the predicate nominals, therefore; the only thing that can
value the verb’s plural feature is the subject, which in order to successfully do so must itself be
endowed with a plural feature. This is why the b–sentences in (13)–(15) work with ze ‘they’ but not
with singular het ‘it’.

In light of this, the grammaticality of the a–sentences in (13)–(15) stands out as clear evi-
dence for the hypothesis that in these sentences the plural finite verb agrees in number with the predi-
cate nominal, and that such agreement is possible only if the finite verb and the predicate nominal
are sufficiently local in the syntax. With this in mind, I will proceed, in section 2, to a discussion of
a related copular sentence type, one for which it would appear to be even harder to find an Agree-
goal for the plural-inflected copula. The empirical material will once again be coming from Dutch.

2 Wat zijn dat? — Plural agreement apparently ex nihilo

In the root questions in (17), we find a plural-inflected copula surrounded by a ‘bare’ wh-word to its
left and to its right a pronoun from the same set as the one seen in (1). In the subordinate questions
in (18), we see the same material, this time with the pronoun to the left of the copula (due to non-
application of the Verb Second rule).

6 In the Marco Borsato song ‘Samen voor altijd’ (2013), we find both sentences in (16a) together side by side.
But in the song ‘Adem mijn adem’ (1975) by Peter Schaap, we find instead jij zult mij zijn and ik zal jou zijn, both
featuring the non-nominative forms of the non-subject pronouns. I have no clear and stable preference here; I do not
reject either. But in counterfactuals and hypotheticals introduced by als ‘if’, it is clear that only the non-nominative forms
are possible: als jij mij was ‘if you were me’, als ik jou was ‘if I were you’.
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(17) a. wie zijn dat/dit/het?
who are that/this/it

b. wat zijn dat/dit/het?
what are that/this/it

(18) a. wie dat/dit/het zijn is onbekend
who that/this/it are is unknown

b. wat dat/dit/het zijn is onbekend
what that/this/it are is unknown

The a–sentences are not quite so ‘exotic’ as the b–sentences. Dutch wie ‘who’ is capable of con-
trolling plural agreement in non-copular contexts. But wat cannot do this. We see this in (19).

(19) a. wie heeft/hebben hem beïnvloed?
who has/have him influenced
‘who influenced him?’

b. wat heeft/*hebben hem beïnvloed?
what has/have him influenced
‘what influenced him?’

My focus will therefore be on the b–sentences in (17) and (18), where it appears that the plural in-
flection of the copula comes entirely ex nihilo: neither of the terms of the copular sentence is inde-
pendently capable of controlling plural agreement.7

The string wat dat/dit/het zijn ‘what that/this/it are’ in (18b) can also be used as the wh-clause
of a specificational pseudocleft, in which case the copula and the postcopular focus of the pseudo-
cleft is also plural. Two attested examples taken from the internet are given in (20). These sentences
sound perfectly natural to me.

(20) a. wat dit zijn, zijn krokodillentranen
what this are are crocodile.tears
‘what these are are crocodile tears (i.e., an insincere expression of sorrow)’

b. wat dit zijn zijn de strakste te gekke Duitse gitaarpedalen 
what this are are the tightest too cool German guitar.pedals 
die ooit zijn gemaakt
that ever are made
‘what these are are the tightest, coolest German guitar pedals ever made’

7 The fact that wie can trigger plural agreement on its own when it has a plural referent (wie is/zijn daar? ‘who
is/are there’) while wat cannot (wat is/*zijn daar? ‘what is/*are there’) is directly related to the fact that the demon-
strative die ‘that.CG.SG or those.PL’ can trigger plural agreement when it has a plural referent (die is/zijn hier ‘DEM is/are
here’) while dat ‘that.N.SG’ cannot (dat is/*zijn hier ‘that is/*are here’). The demonstratives dat and dit and the wh-word
wat are morphologically composed out of an operator (d- for deixis, w- for [+WH]) and the neuter article (-t) (with a
‘theme vowel’ in between, associated with the distal vs proximal distinction). The neuter article -t is restricted to the
singular, which is why dat/dit and wat can never by themselves control plural agreement. The demonstratives die and
deze and the wh-pronoun wie, on the other hand, are morphologically composed out of an operator (d- for deixis, w- for
[+WH]) and an element -(i)e, which is common gender (i.e., non-neuter). The common-gender article de occurs in both
singular and plural contexts. As a result, die/deze and wie are capable of controlling plural agreement when they are used
independently and have a plural referent. Note that wie only allows human referents, unlike the demonstratives die/deze.
This may suggest that the internal structure of wie contains an element strictly specified as [+HUMAN]. This element could
be a silent noun.
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Replacing either the zijn of the pseudocleft or the zijn of the matrix clause with singular is is
impossible in (20). That is is impossible in the matrix clause will not be a surprise in light of the
discussion in the previous section. The ungrammaticality of is in the wh-clause is more newsworthy:
wat dit is ‘what this is’, with a singular copula, is grammatical in isolation and in a pseudocleft with
a singular focus (see (21)), but not as the wh-clause of a pseudocleft with a plural focus.

(21) wat dit is, is een kariboe
what this is is a caribou
‘what this is is a caribou’

When the wh-clause serves as the first term of a specificational pseudocleft and a singular
demonstrative pronoun occurs both in the wh-clause and as the focus of the pseudocleft, an
interesting inflectional pattern emerges for the copula. The contrast between (22)–(23), on the one
hand, and (24)–(25), on the other, is robust. Although wat and dat/dit can co-occur in a single copu-
lar sentence with plural zijn, it is impossible for the wh-clause introduced by wat to co-occur with
dat/dit in a copular clause with a plural-inflected copula. Only singular is is possible in the matrix
clause of these pseudoclefts — and correspondingly, although it is possible for dat/dit to have a
plural referent when the copula is plural-inflected, the fact that the matrix copula must be singular
in the pseudoclefts in (24) and (25) entails that there can only be a singular referent for their focus.

(22) *wat dit zijn, zijn dat ook
what this are are that also

(23) *wat dit is, zijn dat ook
what this is are that also

(24) wat dit zijn, is dat ook
what this are is that also

(25) wat dit is, is dat ook
what this is is that also

*wat dat zijn, zijn dit ook
what that are are this also

*wat dat is, zijn dit ook
what that is are this also
wat dat zijn, is dit ook
what that are is this also
wat dat is, is dit ook
what that is is this also

Related to (22)–(25) is the fact that the free relative wat dit/dat zijn, when functioning as the
thematic subject of a clause, cannot trigger plural inflection on the finite verb. This is true regardless
of whether that verb is the copula (26a) or a lexical verb (staan ‘stand’ in (26b)).

(26) a. wat dit/dat zijn {is/*zijn} in elke krant te lezen
what this/that are is/are in every newspaper to read

b. wat dit/dat zijn {staat/*staan} in elke krant
what this/that are stands/stand in every newspaper

The thing to conclude from (22) and (26) is that wat ‘what’ is not in and of itself ‘excep-
tionally plural’ in copular free relatives or questions: if it were, (22) and (26) would be expected to
be fine with plural matrix inflection, on a par with (27), where the wh-pronoun wie (capable in Dutch
of controlling plural agreement; recall (19a)) triggers plural inflection in the wh-clause and the free
relative introduced by wie likewise brings about plural inflection at the level of the matrix clause.
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(27) wie dit hebben gedaan, hebben dat ook gedaan
who this have done have that also done
‘who did this did that, too’

The plural potential of wat is apparently confined to copular sentences, and manifests itself only
when wat itself (and not a free relative introduced by wat) is one of the terms of the copular sentence.

This can be understood against the background of a well-known construction whose proper-
ties are highly relevant to the syntax of plural-agreeing wat: the wat voor construction. Consider the
examples in (28).

(28) a. wat voor ding is dat? wat is dat voor ding?
what for thing is that what is that for thing
‘what kind of thing is that?’

b. wat voor dingen zijn dat? wat zijn dat voor dingen?
what for things are that what are that for things
‘what kinds of things are those?’

The wat voor expression can contain either a singular noun or a plural one, and depending on the
number specification of that noun, the wat voor expression controls either singular or plural agree-
ment with the finite verb. This is true not just in copular sentences but across the board:

(29) a. wat voor ding maakt dit geluid?
what for thing makes this sound
‘what kind of thing makes this sound?’

b. wat voor dingen maken dit geluid?
what for things make.PL this sound
‘what kinds of things make this sound?’

The wh-pronoun wat is invariant, and the Dutch expressions in (29) do not contain an overt noun like
English singular kind or plural kinds that could be treated as the syntactic head of the construction
and thereby held responsible for outward number agreement. But there is a source for plural agree-
ment within the wat voor expressions in (28b) and (29b): their semantic head, dingen ‘things’. For
our purposes here, it will be sufficient to pin plural agreement in (28b) and (29b) on this semantic
head — though setting up a silent counterpart to English kind(s) in the syntactic representation of
the wat voor construction may be desirable (see Leu 2008 for extensive discussion), we will not need
to micromanage the internal syntax of the wat voor construction.

In (28) we saw already that wat voor constructions can be split under wh-fronting: while in
the left-hand examples in (28) the entire complex wh-phrase undergoes movement to the left periph-
ery, in the sentences in the right-hand column only wat is displaced, and voor ‘for’ and the semantic
head of the expression remain in situ. Although in questions there is free choice between pied-piping
and splitting, in free relatives only the latter is possible. To see this, consider (30a) (involving a
subordinate question) and (30b) (with a free relative) side by side:
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(30) a. wat +voor rommel, hij +voor rommel, zit te eten is onduidelijk
what for rubbish he for rubbish sits to eat is unclear
‘what (kind of) rubbish he is eating is unclear’

b. wat +*voor rommel, hij +voor rommel, zit te eten is walgelijk
what for rubbish he for rubbish sits to eat is disgusting
‘what rubbish he is eating is disgusting’

The fact that pied-piping of the semantic head of the wat voor construction is impossible in
free relatives  holds the key to the solution to the puzzle in (22)–(26). One abstraction from the
physical reality of these sentences is needed in order to make sense of this pattern of judgements: we
need to postulate an abstract semantic head for ‘bare’ wat, on a par with the wat voor construction:8

(31) [wat (VOOR) NPL]

It is the abstract plural noun to the right of wat that can be held responsible for the plural inflection
of the copula in all the sentences reviewed in this section so far in which such agreement is
grammatical. And the fact, known independently from the wat voor construction (recall (30b)), that
the semantic head of (31) cannot be pied-piped to SpecCP in the derivation of free relatives now
accounts for the facts in (22)–(26), as follows.

When ‘bare’ wat wants to bring about plural agreement on the finite verb of its clause, the
abstract plural noun in its structure must be in a syntactically local relationship with the plural verb.
Within the free relative of (24) and (26), this is straightforwardly the case. So inside a free relative,
‘bare’ wat, structured as in (31), can readily trigger plural agreement. But external plural agreement,
on the copula or lexical verb of the matrix clause, cannot come about in these free relative construc-
tions. In order for NPL and the verb of the matrix clause to be able to establish an agreement relation-
ship, the verb will need to be able to see NPL. But the derivation of the free relative forces NPL to stay
in situ, within the confines of the relative clause: (30b). There is no way for the verb of the matrix
clause to establish an Agree relation with an element embedded within the free relative. Pied-piping
of NPL under movement of (31) to SpecCP integrally would probably have manoeuvred NPL into a
position close enough to the matrix verb for an Agree relationship to be establishable. But we know
from (30b) that pied-piping of the semantic head of the wat voor construction is impossible in free
relatives. So there is no way for NPL to assert itself in the matrix clause: even if it successfully
controls plural agreement within the free relative, it still cannot bring about plural agreement in the
matrix clause. This derives, in a maximally simple way, the grammaticality of (24) and the singular
versions of (26), and the ungrammaticality of (22) and the plural versions of (26).  Of course the ill-
formedness of (23) falls out as well: when there is no NPL in the syntax of ‘bare’ wat at all (as shown
by singular inflection inside the free relative), there is no hope of ever getting plural inflection
controlled by ‘bare’ wat at the level of the matrix clause. And the grammaticality of (20) is also
straightforward: here, matrix plural inflection is triggered by the plural predicate nominal (recall
section 1), not by the free relative.

8 I do not think it necessary to assume a silent voor in the syntax of plural-agreeing ‘bare’ wat (although this will
ultimately depend on the exact role attributed to voor in the syntax of the wat voor construction). What matters is
obviously the postulation of the abstract plural noun to the right of wat.
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This gives us confidence that (31) is a helpful ingredient in the analysis of the plural agree-
ment facts in (17b) and (18b). But there is work left to be done. The distribution of (31) must be cur-
tailed in such a way that ‘bare’ wat will only ever bring about plural agreement in copular sentences
of the type in (17b) and (18b), and not elsewhere. For recall that (19b) and its ilk are entirely
impossible with plural verb inflection. And even in sentences that are semantically very similar to
copular clauses, ‘bare’ wat cannot trigger plural agreement on the verb. Though there are contexts
of use in which (32a,b) are near-equivalent to wat is/zijn dat/dit? ‘what is/are that/this’, plural
inflection is impossible here.9

(32) a. wat {stelt/*stellen} dat/dit voor?
what puts/put.PL that/this PRT

‘what does that/this represent?’
b. wat {heeft/*hebben} dat/dit te betekenen?

what has/have that/this to mean
‘what’s that/this supposed to mean?’

As a matter of fact, even in raising constructions with semi-copulas like lijken ‘seem’ and schijnen
‘appear’, the finite verb cannot easily plural-inflect — though plural inflection is not absolutely im-
possible in (33), it is somewhat marked compared to singular inflection. Similarly, plural-inflecting
modals do not agree as readily with plural ‘bare’ wat as does the finite copula: (34).

(33) a. wat {lijkt/?lijken} dat/dit te zijn?
what seems/seem.PL that/this to be

b. wat {schijnt/?schijnen} dat/dit te zijn?
what appears/appear.PL that/this to be
‘what does this seem to be?’

(34) a. wat {kan/?kunnen} dat/dit zijn?
what can/can.PL that/this be

b. wat {zou/?zouden} dat/dit kunnen zijn?
what would/would.PL that/this can.INF be
‘what could this be?’

It appears that the abstract NPL is subject to a stringent licensing constraint. For best results,
(31) should be a direct dependent of the copula with which it number-agrees. Concretely, NPL has
the best chances of being licensed when the copula is merged under the RELATOR head in (35) and
is itself inflected for the feature [PLURAL].

(35) [RP [Subject dat/dit/het ‘that/this/it’] [RN RELATOR [Predicate wat (VOOR) NPL]]]

9 Note, with reference to the discussion in section 1, that with voorstellen ‘represent’ it is also difficult to have
plural agreement in ‘kooplieden sentences’: ??dat stellen kooplieden voor ‘that represent.PL merchants’. I find this less
bad, though, than (32a) with plural agreement. It is unclear to me at this time what might explain the difference in judge-
ments.
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When the copula merges under the RELATOR head but does not itself number-inflect, like the infiniti-
val copula in (33) and (34), we have the right type of formal licenser locally available for NPL (viz.,
a copula) but since the copula does not have the number specification of NPL it does not content-
license NPL within the minimal predication structure. Though there is a [PLURAL] feature available
on the semi-copula or modal in (33) and (34), the structural relationship between that feature and the
matching feature on N is not as local as it would be if the copula under the RELATOR itself had this
feature in its baggage. This causes the relative degradation of plural inflection in these sentences. As
long as the phasehood of the RP (on the phase of predication structures, see Den Dikken 2006) is
extended by ‘clause union’ or ‘restructuring’ with the matrix raising verb or modal (a process known
in the literature on Germanic as ‘Verb Raising’), an Agree-relation between the finite verb and NPL

can be established in (33) and (34). So these sentences are grammatical with plural inflection. But
they are suboptimal compared to (17b), where a strictly local Agree-relation is established within RP.

The plural-agreeing versions of the sentences in (32) do not work at all. In light of the
discussion in the previous paragraph, this is now straightforward. The occupant of the RELATOR head
in the verb–particle construction in (32a) is the particle voor. This particle is not a copula, and hence
cannot formally license NPL in its complement. In (32b), betekenen is a lexical verb and lexical verbs
are not base-generated in the RELATOR head of nominal predication structures. The prefix be- could
be taken to originate in the RELATOR head (see Hoekstra et al. 1987 for a treatment of be- as an
affixal particle). But regardless of whether the RELATOR head is occupied or not in (32b), it does not
contain a licenser for NPL. And of course, when (31) appears in a syntactic environment in which it
is not even the complement of a RELATOR head at all, the licensing of NPL always fails; hence (19b).

The discussion of the distribution of plural-agreeing ‘bare’ wat in the preceding paragraphs
has led to the conclusion that the structure in (31) is licensed only in the complement of a copular
RELATOR head. This conclusion marks a commitment to the hypothesis that in sentences of the type
in (17b), wat originates as the predicate of the copular sentence, and the non-wh pronoun is the
subject. In its treatment of the non-wh pronoun, this analysis of (17b) and its ilk establishes a direct
parallel with the ‘kooplieden sentences’ discussed in section 1. The reader will recall from section
1 that in the discussion of ‘kooplieden sentences’ in the Dutch linguistics literature, there has been
a debate about the question of whether the pronoun is the subject or the predicate. We discovered
that there are cogent criteria on the basis of which this debate can be settled. In the remaining
paragraphs of the present section on constructions of the type in (17b), I will briefly present an
argument which I believe firmly establishes that in wat zijn dat? ‘what are that’ type of sentences,
too, the non-wh pronoun is the subject, with plural-agreeing wat as the predicate.

For monoclausal cases such as (17b) and (18b) it is hard to tell which of the two terms of the
copular sentence is the subject and which is the predicate: the combination of Verb Second and OV
syntax that Dutch embodies makes these strings uninformative. But biclausal constructions can be
constructed featuring passive geacht/verondersteld worden ‘be assumed/supposed’, with a te-
infinitive that extraposes and thus clearly defines its own domain, within which a predicate but no
subject can occur (because the subject is triggered to raise out due to passivisation). In constructions
with geacht/verondersteld worden, plural inflection in wat+dat/dit cases is generally marginal (cf.
the raising verb cases in (33)), but importantly, to the extent that it is possible, dat/dit must be placed
outside the infinitival clause, in the matrix structural subject position — whereas in singular
inflection cases, dat/dit can occur either in the infinitival clause or in the matrix subject position.
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(36) a. wat wordt dat/dit geacht/verondersteld te zijn?
what becomes that/this assumed/supposed to be
‘what is that/this assumed/supposed to be?’

b. wat wordt geacht/verondersteld [dat/dit te zijn]?
what becomes assumed/supposed that/this to be
‘what is assumed/supposed to be (like) that/this?’

(37) a. ?wat worden dat/dit geacht/verondersteld te zijn?
what become.PL that/this assumed/supposed to be

b. *wat worden.PL geacht/verondersteld [dat/dit te zijn]?
what become assumed/supposed that/this to be

From (36a,b) we conclude that dat/dit can in principle be either the subject of predication (with wat
as the predicate), as in (36a), or the predicate (with wat as the subject of predication), as in (36b).
From (37a) we learn that when dat/dit is the subject of predication, plural inflection is possible when
wat is the predicate. But when dat/dit is the predicate (inside the infinitival clause) and wat is the
subject, as in (37b), plural inflection is strictly possible.

The facts in (36) and (37) indicate that in wat COP dat/dit constructions with plural inflection, 
wat is the predicate and the non-wh pronoun is the subject. Observationally, this makes wat COP

dat/dit constructions with plural inflection cases of agreement with the predicate, on a par with dat
zijn kooplieden ‘those are merchants’. Indeed, in geacht/verondersteld worden ‘be assumed/sup-
posed’ constructions ‘kooplieden sentences’ behave very much like wat COP dat/dit constructions
— except that they do allow plural agreement in the equivalent of (37b):

(38) a. dit wordt een echte edelsteen geacht/verondersteld te zijn
this becomes a real gemstone assumed/supposed to be
‘this is assumed/supposed to be a real gemstone’

b. een echte edelsteen wordt geacht/verondersteld [dit te zijn]
a real gemstone becomes assumed/supposed this to be
‘a real gemstone is assumed/supposed to be (like) this’

(39) a. dit worden echte edelstenen geacht/verondersteld te zijn
this become.PL real gemstones assumed/supposed to be
‘these are assumed/supposed to be real gemstones’

b. echte edelstenen worden geacht/verondersteld [dit te zijn]
real gemstones become.PL assumed/supposed this to be
‘real gemstones are assumed/supposed to be (like) this’

The fact that plural inflection is possible in (39b) is of course not at all surprising: echte edelstenen
‘real gemstones’ is the plural-marked subject of this sentence, and capable of controlling plural
agreement like any garden-variety plural subject. The fact that wat in (37b) cannot trigger plural
agreement is due to the fact that it is NOT a garden-variety plural: it can behave like a plural only
when it has the structure in (31), and the structure in (31) has a very limited syntactic distribution,
due to the licensing requirement imposed upon the abstract NPL, which prevents it from being the
structural subject of the clause.
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3 Copula agreement with the predicate nominal

For the sentences discussed in sections 1 and 2, I have determined in the foregoing that the plural
finite verb agrees in number with the predicate nominal, and that such agreement is possible only
if the finite verb and the predicate nominal are sufficiently local in the syntax. Agreement with the
predicate nominal is easiest in cases in which the agreeing verb is the copula: the copula is merged
directly under the RELATOR head of the predicational structure (as in (40)), and can Agree locally
with the bearer of the [PLURAL] number feature in its complement.

(40) [RP [Subject PRONOUNSG] [RN RELATOR=COPULAPL [Predicate (...) NPL (...)]]]

But also in constructions in which the finite verb is not itself the copula, an Agree
relationship between it and the predicate can be established — provided that the two participants in
the Agree relation are in the same local domain. Since RELATOR phrases, representing complete
predication structures, are inherently phasal (Den Dikken 2006), an Agree relationship between the
predicate and an RP-external probe can succeed only if this phase is extended by movement of the
RELATOR head — a case of phase-extending head movement (Den Dikken 2007). Constructions with
modals are well known in the literature on Dutch for their ‘clause union’ or ‘restructuring’ ability
(referred to as ‘Verb Raising’ in the literature), which is translatable for the case at hand into the
ability to host the moved RELATOR head. In modal constructions of the type in (41), therefore, plural
agreement between the finite modal and the predicate nominal is possible. This accounts for the
grammaticality of sentences of the type in (5) and (34) with plural verb inflection.10

(41) [MODALPL [RP [Subject PRONOUNSG] [RN RELATOR=COPULAINF [Predicate (...) NPL (...)]]]]

When a non-verbal head (for instance, a particle or a preposition) intervenes between the
inflected verb and the plural predicate nominal, or when the RP-external plural-inflected verb does
not manage to serve as host for movement of the RELATOR head (i.e., when the non-finite copula
does not manage to undergo Verb Raising), plural agreement with the predicate nominal is expected
not to be grammatical. We have seen the first part of this statement confirmed — see the b–examples
in (13) and (14), and the sentences in (32). The grammaticality, alongside (39a) (reproduced here as
(42a)), of (42b) presents us with a puzzle, however: while (42a) is a case of Verb Raising, the word
order of (42b) makes it clear that this sentence involves extraposition of the infinitival clause.

(42) a. dit worden echte edelstenen geacht/verondersteld te zijn
this become.PL real gemstones assumed/supposed to be

b. dit worden geacht/verondersteld [echte edelstenen te zijn]
this become.PL assumed/supposed real gemstones to be
BOTH: ‘these are assumed/supposed to be real gemstones’

10 Recall that the marginality of (34) with plural verb inflection has to do with the locality restrictions imposed
on the licensing of the abstract plural noun in the syntax of plural-agreeing wat constructions. Plural agreement as such
is entirely legitimate here.
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I can think of no straightforward syntactic solution to this puzzle. It may be that (42b) is syntactically
ill-formed but accepted on the analogy of (42a). But proving or disproving appeals to analogy is
always difficult. Throwing in the analogy towel is the best I can do for (42b) at this time.

Allowing the copula in structures of the type in (40) to agree in number with the plural
predicate nominal should not make it too difficult for the singular subject of predication to control
number agreement with the copula in nominal predication cases in which the subject does in fact
‘win’, such as (2a), repeated here (along with (2b)).

(2) a. John Lennon was/*waren de  Beatles b. de Beatles waren/*was John Lennon
John Lennon was/were the Beatles the Beatles were/was John Lennon
‘John Lennon was/*were The Beatles’ ‘The Beatles were/*was John Lennon’

The noun phrase de Beatles is [PLURAL], as we see in the copular inversion case in (2b); yet in the
canonical predication construction in (2a), the copula cannot agree in number with it: the singular
subject rules the roost instead. The key difference between (2a) and ‘kooplieden sentences’ is that
in (2a) the predicate and its subject are concordial for animacy/humanness. The RELATOR of the
predication relation between de Beatles and John Lennon mediates concord. This forces the RELATOR

to ‘look upwards’ to its specifier. At the completion of the RP phase, therefore, both terms of the
predication relation are in a featural relation with the copula in (2a). This causes the decision as to
which of these terms the copula shows ö-agreement with to be put on hold. Eventually, in (2a) the
specifier of RP is promoted to the structural subject position (SpecIP), and the copula is raised to I.
In the process, another agreement relation is established between John Lennon and the finite copula,
adding to the relation between the RELATOR and John Lennon that was already in place within the
core predication structure (RP), thanks to concord. This now gives John Lennon a double connection
with the copula, both in RP and in IP. The predicate, by contrast, only has a single connection with
the copula, within IP. This settles the score for copular agreement in favour of the subject in (2a).
In (2b), on the other hand, it is de Beatles, not John Lennon, that raises to SpecIP, affirming the
relation between the copula and the predicate nominal that had already been established within RP.
So here, the predicate nominal ends up controlling agreement with the copula.

The difference between (2) and ‘kooplieden sentences’ is that in the latter, the pronominal
subject is not concordial with the predicate nominal: while kooplieden ‘merchants’ is [HUMAN],
dat/dit/het ‘that/this/it’ cannot directly make reference to a [HUMAN] entity in the extra-linguistic
universe (*dat/dit/het studeert taalkunde ‘that/this/it studies linguistics’). So in ‘kooplieden sen-
tences’ nothing forces the RELATOR to ‘look upwards’ to its subject: within RP the copula establishes
just a single relationship, with the predicate nominal. Since the grammar in general likes to commit
itself early on to a particular inflection pattern, this leads to a decision in favour of plural copula
inflection in ‘kooplieden sentences’ at the completion of the RP phase in (40) — and this decision
is not rescinded once raising to IP has taken place.11

11 In (i)–(ii), there is no animacy/humanness concord between the subject and the postcopular phrase either. Yet
plural inflection of the copula fails in (ii). The postcopular phrases in (i)–(ii) are commonly thought to require ‘predicati-
visation’ (Partee 1987, 2000), which may suggest an abstract syntactic underlier with a silent singular predicate head.

(i) John is everything I want a man to be
(ii) John is/*are all the things I want a man to be
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Now that we have a perspective on exactly when and how the syntax allows for plural agree-
ment between the finite verb and the predicate nominal, let me raise the question of why it is never
the case (in Dutch, at least) that the finite copula agrees with a singular predicate nominal in the
presence of a plural subject:

(43) deze congruentiefeiten {zijn/*is} een groot probleem
these agreement.facts are/is a big problem

The answer is straightforward. For grammatical number, there is a clear asymmetry in Dutch
between singular and plural: plural is the marked member of the pair; singular is the absence of an
explicit specification for number (i.e., absence of [PLURAL]). Put differently, [PLURAL] is the more
specific form, and singular is the elsewhere case. The copula in (43) has the opportunity to agree for
the feature [PLURAL] with the subject of the RELATOR phrase (within the RP, if there is concord
between the subject and the predicate, and/or after the copula has raised out of the RP), and since
the plural form is the more specific form, it is preferred over the elsewhere form whenever it is licit.

This also explains that when plural agreement with the predicate nominal is possible, it is the
only option. In ‘kooplieden sentences’ the predicate nominal, specified as [PLURAL], easily defeats
the singular (i.e., number-unspecified) subject pronoun in the battle for the copula’s favours. Simi-
larly, whenever wat qua predicate is represented as in (31) (which will be the case whenever it
applies semantically to a plurality of referents), it will be the copula’s favoured Agree-goal. All other
things being equal, plural agreement with the predicate nominal is preferred whenever it is possible.
But the range of syntactic contexts in which all else is equal is small. Plural agreement with the
predicate nominal is possible but constrained by the kinds of considerations discussed earlier in this
section. The syntax thus does not massively overgenerate agreement with plural predicate nominals.

English should in principle allow for ‘kooplieden sentences’. But *that/this/it is merchants
does not arise because English has opted in these cases to require the pronominal subject to be con-
cordial for animacy/humanness (and concomitantly for number as well) with the predicate nominal,
yielding they are merchants (where they is compatible with the feature [HUMAN]). Languages can
choose to enforce animacy/humanness concord between predicates and their pronominal subjects
or not to so do. It appears that the difference between English and Dutch comes down exactly to this.

English does allow the string it is merchants as such: it shows up as part of cleft sentences
such as (44). But in (44) it is not the subject of predication: rather (as Den Dikken 2013 shows on
the basis of syntactic arguments), the it of clefts is an underlying predicate, and merchants is its sub-
ject. The predicate is raised into the structural subject position via predicate inversion, and merchants
remains in its base position within the small clause. In English copular inversion constructions, the
copula generally agrees strictly with the fronted predicate, not with the subject — not even when the
subject is plural and the predicate singular. We see this not only in (44) but also in (45).

(44) it {is/*are} merchants that he is talking about
(45) the biggest problem {is/*are} these agreement facts

In my earlier work (see esp. Den Dikken 2006), I have discussed this at length. The quickest summa-
ry of this discussion that I could give is that in (46) (the structure of an English copular inversion
construction), the subject in its base position is not a legitimate Agree-goal for the copula because
it is ‘frozen’ inside the domain of the extended phase.
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(46) [IP [Predicate the biggest problem]i [IN I+RELATORj [RP [Subject these agreement facts] [RN tj ti]]]]

So although, in the general case, plural agreement is the preferred option whenever it is available,
it does not materialise in (44) and (45) because an Agree relationship between the copula and the
plural-marked noun phrase cannot be established, for syntactic reasons.12

4 Copula agreement in specificational pseudoclefts

Now that the it-cleft and copular inversion constructions in (44) and (45) have inserted themselves
into the discussion, the scene has been set for an investigation of copular agreement in specificational
pseudoclefts. This is a topic which I have looked at quite extensively in previous work. But this
earlier work has left some gaps in my empirical and analytical understanding of the facts. In the
ensuing discussion, I want to focus on one particular type of specificational pseudocleft: the type in
which the wh-clause contains multiple wh-expressions. This type of specificational pseudocleft (first
mentioned by Ross 1999, to my knowledge) has received scant attention in the literature — and the
question of how it behaves with respect to copular agreement has not been addressed at all, as far
as I am aware. So I will be breaking new empirical ground in this section — and it is my hope that
in doing so, I will also be able to make a contribution at the theoretical level regarding the syntax of
agreement.

Let me start by pointing out that in English, wh-clause-initial specificational pseudoclefts are
typically more lenient than double-NP copular inversion constructions with respect to agreement
with the copula. While (44) and (45) are quite strict in requiring singular inflection for the copula,
plural copula inflection is easier in (47).

(47) what John is looking for {is/are} pictures of himself

I chose a focus for the pseudocleft in (47) which makes the sentence unambiguously specificational.
Though Declerck (1988) says that copula inflection is a disambiguator for the predicational/specifi-
cational distinction, and that in specificational pseudoclefts plural copula inflection is impossible,
this is a misrepresentation of the empirical picture for English.

As a matter of fact, even when the postcopular focus of the specificational pseudocleft is an
any-NPI that depends for its licensing on a negation inside the wh-clause, plural inflection of the
copula is not strictly impossible. Declerck’s (1988:79) statement that the copula of a specificational
pseudocleft cannot agree with the focus when this focus is an NPI, as in (48) (reproduced with
Declerck’s judgements), is not entirely accurate.

(48) what the book does not offer {is/*are} any solutions to the problems that are noted

Although (48) with are may be marked, I have pointed out in my previous work (Den Dikken 2017,
2019a) that pseudoclefts with NPI-connectivity can be found for which at least a subset of English
speakers allow for number agreement between the copula and the focus:

12 I will not address here the question of why Dutch copular inversion constructions of the type in (44) and (45)
do (in fact, must) give rise to plural inflection on the copula. That is a topic that is beyond the scope of this paper.
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(49) a. what nobody has bought {is/are} any cups and glasses
b. what isn’t available {is/are} papers that say anything about clefts
c. what nobody has seen are any of the bonuses (including playmats, tokens, tins, counters)

which were supposed to be shipped with the cards
(http://boardgamegeek.com/thread/900269/stop-wulven-from-cheating-their-customers)

Den Dikken et al. (2000) analyse the examples in (48)–(49) as ‘self-answering’ question–
answer pairs (QAPs), with the copula as the exponent of the functional head ‘Top’, the wh-clause
in SpecTopP, and the postcopular constituent in the complement position of Top. The complement
of Top is a full clause (IP), usually stripped down to the focus. If this is to involve constituent
ellipsis, the non-subject focus cases (i.e., (49a,c)) must be cases of non-wh sluicing (TP ellipsis),
with the focused constituent in the left periphery of the answer clause, as schematised in (50).13

(50) [TopP [Q what nobody bought] [TopN Top=be [Aany cups and glasses i [IP nobody bought ti]]]]

With the remnant of ellipsis in the left periphery of the answer clause, and the copula agreeing with
it for number, (50) is similar to the syntax of ‘long-distance agreement’ in Tsez proposed by Polinsky
& Potsdam (2001). The postcopular constituent of the pseudocleft structure in (50) is sufficiently
local to the copula in Top to be able to engage in an Agree relationship with it.14

In Den Dikken (2019a), I discuss why in structures of the type in (50) (or in specificational
pseudoclefts in which the wh-clause occupies the specifier position of the copula, more generally)
there can never be person agreement between the copula and the noun phrase that immediately fol-
lows it. Here, I stand by the empirical claim and the way in which I derived it; but I will not discuss
person agreement further: the discussion in this section will be focused on number.What has, to my
knowledge, never been discussed before is that in specificational pseudoclefts with multiple wh-
constituents (and, correspondingly, multiple constituents surfacing to the right of the copula), it is
almost entirely impossible to have the copula agree in number with the noun phrase that immediately
follows it, not even if that noun phrase is the nominative subject of a clause.

As a baseline, consider Ross’s (1999) pair-list multiple-wh pseudoclefts in (51), and the
single-pair case in (52).15

13 In the subject focus case in (49b), the postcopular focus (papers that say anything about clefts) could logically
be in SpecIP; but arguably, because I is subject to ellipsis, the EPP is not active and the subject is not triggered to raise
to SpecIP (see Van Craenenbroek & Den Dikken 2006).

14 Note that there is no case checking/valuation involved in the relationship between Top=be and any cups and
glasses — (a) the DP has already valued its case feature (against v in the answer clause); (b) although the copula is a
finite form and finite verbs are normally capable of valuing nominative case on a local DP, the head Top is not endowed
with a tense feature and is therefore not a case probe. (Top derives its specification for tense from its environment; it is
not equipped with an independent tense feature of its own.)

15 The example in (52a) is based on Meinunger’s (1996) German example in (i):

(i) wer hier wem geholfen hat war die Hilde dem Heinz
who here who.DAT helped has was the Hilde the.DAT Heinz
‘who helped who(m) here was Hilde Heinz’
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(51) a. %who ordered what was Tom (ordered) a beer and Jim a watermelon flip
b. %who ate what was Jane ate spaghetti and Chica (ate) mac and cheese

(52) a. %who helped who was Mary (helped) John (not the other way around)
b. %who I introduced to who was (I introduced) Mary to John (not John to Mary)

Because relative clauses (whether ‘free’ or ‘headed’) do not admit multiple wh-constituents, pseudo-
clefts of the type in (51) and (52) must be treated as question–answer pairs, with a full clause (IP)
in the complement of the copula.16

Explicit number agreement between the finite copula and the first postcopular term of pair-
list multiple-wh pseudoclefts of the type in (51) is impossible in both English and Dutch (regardless
of whether the verb is elided or pronounced). We see this in (53) and (54). (I am not marking the
Dutch examples in this section with ‘%’ because I am only reporting my own judgements on these
sentences, and I find these fine (with singular inflection) — perhaps as a result of accustomation.)

(53) a. %who ordered what was/*were the parents (ordered) beer and their children soda
b. %who ate what was/*were the girls ate spaghetti and the boys (ate) a hamburger

(54) a. wie wat heeft besteld is/*zijn de  ouders bier en hun kinderen frisdrank
who what has ordered is/are the parents beer and their children  soda

b. wie wat heeft gegeten is/*zijn de  meisjes spaghetti en   de  jongens macaroni
who what has eaten is/are the girls spaghetti and the boys   mararoni

But for single-pair multiple-wh pseudoclefts à la (52), plural agreement between the copula and the
first postcopular noun phrase is not universally ruled out. In English there does not appear to be a
difference between pair-list and single-pair multiple-wh pseudoclefts when it comes to plural copula
agreement: (55) seems just as bad as (53) with plural were.

(55) a. %who helped who was/*were the children their parents (not the other way around)
b. %who I introduced to who was/*were the students to the professors (not the professors to

the students)

In Dutch, however, I sense a significant difference between pair-list (54) and single-pair (56): while
the former are like English in resisting a plural copula, the latter are quite acceptable with zijn ‘are’.17

16 There is in fact an additional reason why (51) must necessarily involve a QAP syntax: as is well known (but
not very well understood), single-wh pseudoclefts in English cannot involve the wh-operator who — *who ordered a
beer was Tom.

17 Blom & Daalder (1977) point out that for them, the Dutch multiple-wh pseudocleft in (i) (reproduced here along
with Blom & Daalder’s judgement) is ungrammatical:

(i) *wat zij waar gekocht heeft zijn twee aandelen Haagse Hopjes op de  beurs
what she where bought has are  two shares “Haagse Hopjes” on the stock-exchange

With singular inflection on the copula, as in (ii), I accept this pseudocleft. But as given (i.e., as a single-pair multiple-wh
pseudocleft), I would not even call (i) unacceptable: it is marked vis-à-vis (ii), but not downright impossible; it only
becomes truly atrocious with plural zijn ‘are’ when it is turned into a pair-list multiple-wh pseudocleft (see (iii)).
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(56) a. wie wie heeft geholpen is/?zijn de  kinderen hun ouders (en niet andersom)
who who has helped is/are the children their parents and not vice versa

b. wie ik aan wie heb voorgesteld is/?zijn de  studenten aan de  docenten
who I to who have introduced is/are the students to the teachers
(niet de  docenten aan de  studenten)
 not the teachers to the students

If this pattern is consistent,18 it poses a very complex challenge to the theory of agreement in
specificational copular sentences.

One piece of the puzzle presented by the cluster of data in (53)–(56) is the fact that the pair-
list multiple-wh pseudoclefts in (53) and (54) involve answer clauses that are COORDINATE STRUC-
TURES. This causes the first constituent of the postcopular string to be one step further removed from
the copula in Top compared to the postcopular constituent in (49). It makes intuitive sense to
hypothesise that while the copula in Top can access the highest specifier of the answer clause (as in
(50)), it cannot look more deeply inside the answer clause. This will then make plural agreement
impossible in (53) and (54). Though this will need to be formalised more precisely, I will content
myself with this informal characterisation of the root of the problem with plural agreement in pair-
list multiple-wh pseudoclefts, and will set the pair-list cases aside henceforth.

But as we have seen, pseudoclefts with a multiple wh-question do not necessarily involve a
coordinate structure as the answer: the single-pair examples in (55) and (56) can perfectly well be
non-coordinative. Yet despite the fact that what follows the copula in (55) and (56) (without the
material in parentheses) is not a coordinate structure, the copula still cannot agree in number with
the plural noun phrase to its right in the English examples. So the breakdown in English single-pair
multiple-wh pseudoclefts of agreement in number between the copula and the noun phrase imme-
diately following it cannot in any obvious way be attributed to the coordinate structure of the answer
clause. And the fact that Dutch and English differ with respect to copula agreement in the realm of
single-pair multiple-wh pseudoclefts also calls for an answer.

Two important ingredients of a viable solution to the problem posed by the restrictions on
number agreement between the copula in Top and the first postcopular constituent of a multiple-wh
pseudocleft (SPC) are the following:

(ii) wat zij waar gekocht heeft is twee aandelen Haagse Hopjes op de  beurs
what she where bought has is two shares “Haagse Hopjes” on the stock-exchange

(iii) wat zij waar gekocht heeft is/*zijn twee broeken bij de Hema en drie jurken op de markt
what she where bought has is/are two pants at the Hema and three dresses at the market

18 Consider also the examples in (i) and (ii). There is a marked difference between English and Dutch, in both the
single-wh a–sentences and the multiple-wh b–examples, with respect to copula agreement preferences.

(i) a. what you mixed up was/were the agreement markers and the tense markers
b. what you confused with what was/*were the agreement markers with the tense markers

(ii) a. wat je  door elkaar hebt gehaald zijn/*is de congruentiemarkeerders en de tijdsmarkeerders
what you mixed up are/is the agreement.markers and the tense.markers

b. wat je  met wat hebt verward is/?zijn de congruentiemarkeerders met de tijdsmarkeerders
what you with what have confused is/are the agreement.markers with the tense.markers
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(i) the elliptical answer clause in single-wh QAPs and SPCs is a SLUICING construction,
while ellipsis in the answer clause in multiple-wh QAPs and SPCs is a case of GAPPING

(ii) the sole remnant of ellipsis in the answer clause of single-wh QAPs and SPCs is a
FOCUS, while ellipsis in the answer clause of multiple-wh QAPs and SPCs leaves one
or more contrastive TOPICs (henceforth, C-TOPIC) and, in final position, a single FOCUS

Whereas there is a broad consensus in the literature today that sluicing is a case of constituent
ellipsis, with the remnant in the specifier of the functional head sanctioning IP-ellipsis (as in (50)),
for gapping it is much less clear what kind of phenomenon it is. For gapping in coordinate structures,
there are both ‘large conjunct’ constituent-ellipsis approaches (Depiante 2000, Boone 2014) and 
‘small conjunct’ non-ellipsis analyses (Johnson 2009) on the market. A third logical possibility is
that gapping is a case of string ellipsis, not involving displacement of the remnants of ellipsis into
Â-positions in the left periphery. The discussion to follow will lend credence to the existence of
string ellipsis in gapping constructions, by presenting an argument to the effect that in single-pair
multiple-wh pseudoclefts which exhibit a ban on number agreement with the c-topic, this c-topic is
in situ, in a clause-internal position, not in the left periphery of the clause. While cases in which the
copula succeeds in number-agreeing with the postcopular constituent instantiate constituent ellipsis,
single-pair multiple-wh pseudoclefts with default 3SG marking on the copula involve string ellipsis.
As a general rule, English single-pair multiple-wh pseudoclefts have the c-topic in situ and resort to
string ellipsis, concomitantly barring agreement with the copula in Top. Dutch allows the c-topic to
be fronted into the left periphery, facilitating plural agreement on the copula — provided that the c-
topic is not negated.

This special provision regarding negated c-topics emerges from an examination of single-pair
multiple-wh pseudoclefts of the type in (57), from English, and (58), from Dutch.

(57) a. who helped who was Mary (helped) John, (and) not John Mary
b. *who helped who was not John (helped) Mary but Mary John

(58) a. wie wie geholpen heeft is Marie Jan, (en) niet Jan Marie
who who helped has is Marie Jan and not Jan Marie

b. wie wie geholpen heeft is niet Jan Marie maar Marie Jan
who who helped has is not Jan Marie but Marie Jan

English (57b) is bad not just with contraction (which is impossible because was and not are not
clausemates: in pseudoclefts that have the syntax of ‘self-answering questions’, no negation can be
added to the copula) but also without. Its Dutch counterpart in (58b) is acceptable.19 Importantly,
however, in (58bN) plural inflection on the copula is ungrammatical, in marked contrast to (56a).

19 Instructive in this connection is a comparison of the Dutch and English versions of John 15:16, given in (i) and
(ii) (the latter from the King James Version). Dutch (i) has a partially elliptical first conjunct with niet immediately
preceding the c-topic in clause-initial position; the KJV text eschews this construction altogether, using a garden-variety
sentence negation pattern instead.

(i) niet jij hebt Mij, maar Ik heb jou uitgekozen
not you have me but I have you out.chosen

(ii) ye have not chosen Me, but I have chosen you
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(58bN) wie wie heeft geholpen is/*zijn niet de  kinderen hun ouders
who what has helped is/are not the children their parents
maar de  ouders hun kinderen
but the parents their children

That these are not isolated quirks of multiple-wh pseudoclefts whose first wh is the subject
is clear from the facts in (59) and (60). English (59b) is again ill-formed. Its direct Dutch counterpart,
given in (60b), is grammatical — but plural agreement between the negated c-topic and the copula,
as in (60bN), is impossible.

(59) a. who I introduced to who(m) is John to Mary, (and) not Mary to John
b. *who I introduced to who(m) is not John to Mary but Mary to John

(60) a. wie ik aan wie heb voorgesteld is Jan aan Marie, (en) niet Marie aan Jan
who I to who have introduced is Jan to Marie and not   Marie to Jan

b. wie ik aan wie heb voorgesteld is niet Jan aan Marie maar Marie aan Jan
who I to who have introduced is not Jan to Marie but   Marie to Jan

bN. wie ik aan wie heb voorgesteld is/*zijn niet de  studenten
who I to who have introduced is/are not the students
aan de  docenten maar de  docenten aan de  studenten
to the teachers but the teachers to the students

The overtly clausal counterpart to the postcopular string in (60a) is either (61a), with the c-
topic in clause-internal position, or (61aN), which has the c-topic placed in the left periphery. But for
the overtly clausal counterpart to the postcopular string in (60b), there is only one grammatical
option: niet ‘not’ and the c-topic must occur clause-internally, as in (61b); placing niet plus the c-
topic in clause-initial position, as in (61bN), is ungrammatical.20

(61) a. ik heb Jan aan Marie voorgesteld, niet Marie aan Jan
I have Jan to Marie introduced not Marie to Jan

aN. Jan heb ik aan Marie voorgesteld, niet Marie aan Jan
Jan have I to Marie introduced not Marie to Jan

b. ik heb niet Jan aan Marie (voorgesteld) maar (ik heb) Marie aan Jan voorgesteld
I have not Jan to Marie introduced but I have Marie to Jan introduced

bN. *niet Jan heb ik aan Marie (voorgesteld) maar (ik heb) Marie aan Jan voorgesteld
not Jan have I to Marie introduced but I have Marie to Jan introduced

The facts in (58)–(61) give us important clues as to the syntax of the answer clause of multiple-wh
pseudoclefts, and the restrictions on copular agreement in these constructions.

20 It is also impossible to place niet in sentence-initial position while pronouncing the c-topic clause-internally:
(i). This is not relevant to the discussion at hand. The first conjunct of (i) by itself (without ellipsis, and without the
second conjunct) is actually grammatical if Jan is not a c-topic; see Den Dikken (2016, 2019b) for discussion.

(i) *niet heb ik Jan aan Marie (voorgesteld), maar (ik heb) Marie aan Jan voorgesteld
not have I Jan to Marie introduced but I have Marie to Jan introduced
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To see the significance of the negation facts, it helps to consider (60) and (61) alongside the
single-wh examples in (62) and the fronting constructions in (63):

(62) a. wie ik aan Marie heb voorgesteld is niet Jan maar Piet
who I to Marie have introduced is not Jan but Piet

b. wie ik aan Marie heb voorgesteld zijn niet de  studenten
who I to Marie have introduced are not the students
maar de docenten
but the teachers

(63) a. niet Jan +maar Piet, heb ik aan Marie voorgesteld +maar Piet,
not Jan but Piet have I to Marie introduced but Piet

b. niet de studenten +maar de docenten, heb ik aan Marie voorgesteld +maar de docenten,
not the students but the teachers have I to Marie introduced but the teachers

In (63), fronting niet together with the contrastive focus Jan/de studenten as a constituent is fine,
whereas in (61bN) fronting of the contrastive topic Jan together with niet is impossible. For a negated
+c-topic, focus, pair, the only grammatical fully clausal string is (61b), with both the negation and
the c-topic in clause-internal position. Concomitantly, we find that in multiple-wh pseudoclefts
which feature  a negated +c-topic, focus, pair in the answer clause, number agreement between the
c-topic and the copula is impossible, whereas in (62b), where we have a negated c-focus, plural
agreement is fine. The possibility of plural agreement between the copula and a negated postcopular
constituent is correlated with the possibility of fronting the string niet+DPPL into the left periphery
as a constituent: (62b) is grammatical alongside (63b); (60bN) is ungrammatical with zijn alongside
(61bN).

The fact that it is impossible to place the combination of the negation particle and the c-topic
in the left periphery (as in (61bN)) is part and parcel of a much broader generalisation: topics cannot
be constituent-negated. In English, we see this by comparing (64) and (65). Topics can contain
negation, as in (64a) (going back to Klima 1964), which famously alternates with (64b), a case of
focus fronting. But topics cannot themselves be constituent-negated: (65a) is ungrammatical, while
focus fronting with P-stranding, as in (65b), is perfectly fine.

(64) a. with no job, he would be happy
b. with no job would he be happy

(65) a. *no job, he would be happy with
b. no job would he be happy with

Thanks to their difference in behaviour with respect to negative inversion, the contrast between 
well-formed constituent-negated foci and ungrammatical constituent-negated topics is particularly
easy to bring out for English.

Contrastive topics behave no differently from other topics in their resistance to constituent
negation. The Dutch examples in (66) are informative in this connection.
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(66) a. ik denk dat ze niet deze onthullingen tegen haar zullen gebruiken,
I think that they not these revelations against her will use
maar die onthullingen tegen hem
but those revelations against him
‘I think they won’t  use these revelationsC-TOP against herFOC, but those revelationsC-TOP

against himFOC’
b. *niet deze onthullingen denk ik dat ze tegen haar zullen gebruiken,

not these revelations think I that they against her will use
maar die onthullingen tegen hem
but those revelations against his

c. *deze onthullingen denk ik dat ze niet tegen haar zullen gebruiken,
these revelations think I that they not against her will use
maar die onthullingen tegen hem
but those revelations against him

The DP deze onthullingen ‘these revelations’ in (66) is a c-topic. It occurs legitimately to the
immediate right of niet when inside the subordinate clause, as in (66a). But it cannot be fronted along
with niet into the left periphery of the matrix clause: (66b) is ungrammatical. What (66c) adds is that
it is also impossible for the c-topic to front leaving niet behind. From the aggregate of (65) and (66),
the conclusion emerges that topics cannot be constituent-negated.

This ban on constituent negation is presumably a universal constraint on topics. From (65)
and (66) we know that it certainly is in effect in English and Dutch.21 Because c-topics cannot be
constituent-negated and therefore cannot be fronted as a constituent together with the negation
particle, the sentence in (61bN) is ungrammatical. For the syntax of the elliptical answer clause of the
pseudocleft in (60b), this entails that the negated c-topic must be clause-internal, as in (67b) (and
hence the derivation of (60b) must involve string ellipsis): (67bN) is ill-formed. A non-negated c-
topic CAN be dislocated: (61aN) is grammatical. Hence in the syntax of the postcopular clause of the
pseudocleft in (60a), the c-topic can be in the left periphery of the answer clause, as in (67aN).

21 In the case of English, the fact that topics cannot be constituent-negated is part of a more general constraint:
constituent-negated phrases in this language generally have a hard time being in argument positions, hence cannot easily
originate as arguments of predicates — which makes (57b) and (59b) impossible. Den Dikken (201x) argues that the
combination of a ban on adjunction to arguments (Chomsky 1986) and the status of the negation particle not as the head
of the negative polarity phrase (GP; Laka’s 1990 ‘G’ is the polarity head) makes it impossible for strings of the type not
John to be constituents. Attaching not as an adjunct to the argumental DP of John is illicit; and representing not John
as in (ia) is not an option either: (ia) cannot satisfy the selectional restrictions imposed by predicates upon their
arguments. Concretely, (iia) is ungrammatical because the verb help demands an agentive subject, but the projection of
the head not in (iia) is not a possible recipient of an agent è-role, and placing the DP of John in the position of the agent
and adjoining not to it does not work either. In Dutch, however, strings of the type niet Jan, when exhibiting constituent
behaviour, have niet located in the specifier position of a silent polarity head, as in (ib). Because G is silent, the phrase
in its complement can ‘percolate’ its properties up to it and further up to GP, making it possible for the selectional
restrictions imposed by the environment to be satisfied. As a consequence, Dutch (iib), with Jan as a constrastive focus,
is grammatical. But (ib) remains unavailable for topics: topics cannot be constituent-negated at all.

(i) a. [GP G=not [DP John]]] b. [GP niet [GN G=i [DP Jan]]]
(ii) a. *I think that not John will help me but Bill b. ik denk dat niet Jan me zal helpen maar Wim

I think that not Jan me will help but Wim
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(67) a. ... Top [ik heb Jan aan Marie voorgesteld]
Top I have Jan to Marie introduced

aN. ... Top [Jani   [IP ik heb ti aan Marie voorgesteld]]
Jan I have to Marie introduced

b. ... Top [ik heb niet Jan aan Marie voorgesteld]
I have not Jan to Marie introduced

bN. *... Top [niet Jani   [IP ik heb ti aan Marie voorgesteld]]
not Jan I have to Marie introduced

The availability of the in parse (67aN) for Dutch single-pair multiple-wh pseudoclefts with
non-negated +c-topic, focus, pairs provides us an explanation for the fact that in such constructions,
the copula in Top can number-agree with the c-topic — recall (56):

(56) a. wie wie heeft geholpen is/?zijn de  kinderen hun ouders (en niet andersom)
who who has helped is/are the children their parents and not vice versa

b. wie ik aan wie heb voorgesteld is/?zijn de  studenten aan de  docenten
who I to who have introduced is/are the students to the teachers
(niet de  docenten aan de  studenten)
 not the teachers to the students

In the derivation in (67aN), the c-topic is moved into the high left periphery of the answer clause,
where it becomes visible to the copula in Top, analogously to what we saw in (50) (repeated here),
where the copula can also inflect for the number of the ellipsis remnant:

(50) [TopP [Q what nobody bought] [TopN Top=be [Aany cups and glasses i [IP nobody bought ti]]]]

But for multiple-wh pseudoclefts with negated +c-topic, focus, pairs, a parse for the elliptical answer
clause involving displacement of the c-topic into the left periphery is not available. The combination
of the negation particle and the c-topic does not form a constituent that can be fronted into the left
periphery. As a consequence, (67bN) is ungrammatical; only (67b) is possible. Since in the structure
in (67b) the c-topic is in clause-internal position, it is too distant from the copula in Top for the two
to be able to engage in an Agree relationship for number. It is correctly predicted, therefore, that in
the multiple-wh pseudoclefts with negated +c-topic, focus, pairs in (58bN) and (60bN), repeated below,
plural inflection on the copula is ungrammatical.

(58bN) wie wie heeft geholpen is/*zijn niet de  kinderen hun ouders
who what has helped is/are not the children their parents
maar de  ouders hun kinderen
but the parents their children

(60bN) wie ik aan wie heb voorgesteld is/*zijn niet de  studenten
who I to who have introduced is/are not the students
aan de  docenten maar de  docenten aan de  studenten
to the teachers but the teachers to the students
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In English single-pair multiple-wh pseudoclefts, agreement between the copula and the
postcopular c-topic is ungrammatical even in the absence of a negation to the immediate left of the
c-topic — recall (55):

(55) a. %who helped who was/*were the children their parents (not the other way around)
b. %who I introduced to who was/*were the students to the professors (not the professors to

the students)

This is a reflex of the fact that English is far less liberal than Dutch in the realm of displacement of
material into the left periphery. Although such displacement is commonly referred to as ‘topicalis-
ation’, a contrastive topic in the answer to a single-pair multiple-wh question undergoes this opera-
tion extremely reluctantly. We see this in (68). The second answer in (68A), with the c-topic in left-
peripheral position, is considerably less natural than the first, in which the c-topic appears clause-
internally. And because it is so difficult to place the c-topic of a +c-topic, focus, pair answering a
multiple-wh question in the left periphery, it is also very difficult indeed to create the structural
circumstances conducive to number agreement between the copula in Top and the c-topic in
pseudoclefts of the type in (55).

(68) Q: who did you introduce to who?
A: I introduced John to Mary, not Mary to John

??John I introduced to Mary, not Mary to John

Apart from the c-topic, the answer portion of multiple-wh pseudoclefts also contains a focus,
which corresponds to the last wh in the question portion. The copula in Top can NEVER agree in
number with the focus of multiple-wh pseudoclefts, regardless of whether the c-topic is positioned
clause-internally or in the left periphery of the answer clause. The wh-clause has a c-topic – focus
articulation (see already É. Kiss 1993), and the elliptical answer clause must be parallel to it, given
general parallelism constraints on ellipsis — as confirmed by German (69) (André Meinunger, p.c.):

(69) a. wer hier wem geholfen hat war die Hilde dem Heinz
who here who.DAT helped has was the Hilde the.DAT Heinz

b. ?wem hier wer geholfen hat war dem Heinz die Hilde
c. *wer hier wem geholfen hat war dem Heinz die Hilde
d. *wem hier wer geholfen hat war die Hilde dem Heinz

Of the examples in (69), the first two are grammatical — although (69b) is marked relative to (69a)
because it has positioned the dative argument to the left of the nominative argument. But the cases
in (69c,d) are impossible because of a lack of parallelism between the wh-clause and the elliptical
answer. Because of this parallelism constraint, the focus (providing a value for the last wh in the wh-
clause) must follow the c-topic in the answer clause. This makes it impossible for the focus to be the
goal for a ö-agreeing copula in Top in all multiple-wh pseudoclefts, no matter whether the c-topic
is clause-internal or in the left periphery: either way, the c-topic will be farther to the left, hence
structurally closer to the Top-head outside the answer clause. Even when we are dealing with con-
stituent ellipsis (as in (67aN)) and the focus is in the left periphery along with the c-topic, it will still
be impossible for the focus to outrank the c-topic and get priority for agreement with the copula.
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With the focus entirely off the table as a potential ö-Agree goal in multiple-wh pseudoclefts,
and with the c-topic being able to serve as such only in the (rare) circumstance in which it is fronted
into the left periphery of the answer clause (as in (67aN), which is possible with non-negated c-topics
in Dutch but not in English), the copula in the Top-head of multiple-wh pseudoclefts is extremely
restricted in its ö-feature agreement. Apart from cases of the type in (67aN), the copula’s only
potential Agree goal is its sister — the answer clause as a whole. But the answer as a whole does not
have active ö-features (those of I have been valued and deactivated), and cannot be an Agree-goal
for the copula in Top. So in the general case, the copula in Top in multiple-wh pseudoclefts sports
default 3SG inflection.

We now have a nearly complete answer to the question of why plural inflection on the copula
is so restricted in multiple-wh pseudoclefts. In pair-list cases, number agreement with the copula is
not possible at all, due to the fact that the complement of the Top-head is necessarily a coordinate
structure in such cases. But even in single-pair multiple-wh pseudoclefts, number agreement with
the copula is very often impossible. In English, it never works well; and in Dutch it is possible only
in the absence of negation. I have correlated this pattern with the restrictions on the placement in the
high left periphery of the c-topic of a +c-topic, focus, pair answering a multiple-wh question. Such
placement is never possible in the presence of negation: c-topics (probably topics in general) cannot
be constituent-negated. Dutch allows fronting of non-negated c-topics in replies to multiple-wh
questions, and thereby creates itself the possibility of number agreement between the c-topic and the
copula in the corresponding pseudoclefts.22 But English does not feel comfortable with fronting the
c-topic member of +c-topic, focus, pairs in answers to  multiple-wh questions — and concomitantly,
English consistently rules out copula agreement with the c-topic in multiple-wh pseudoclefts.
Agreement between the copula and the focus of the answer clause of multiple-wh pseudoclefts is
always impossible, for reasons of locality and parallelism.

The one thing that remains to be addressed in order for the answer to the question of why
plural inflection on the copula is so restricted in multiple-wh pseudoclefts to be truly complete is the
fact that in the absence of ellipsis, no subconstituent of the postcopular answer clause can ever
control agreement with the copula. While plural copular inflection is possible in the examples in (56)
as they stand, it becomes entirely impossible as soon as the postcopular answer clauses are spelled
out in full, as in (70):

22 Note that person agreement strictly impossible in multiple-wh pseudoclefts:

(i) wie mij moet helpen ben jij
who me must help are.2SG you

(ii) a. wie wie moet helpen is jij mij (en niet andersom)
who who must help is you me and not vice versa

b. *wie wie moet helpen ben jij mij (en niet andersom)
who who must help are.2SG you me and not vice versa

This confirms there is no derivation for a multiple-wh pseudocleft in which the wh-clause is a free relative starting out
in the predicate position and undergoing Â-movement to SpecCP (as in (i), where person agreement with the postcopular
pronoun is possible, albeit only in root contexts). In pseudoclefts whose wh-clause is a question, person agreement with
the postcopular constituent is impossible, for reasons discussed in Den Dikken (2019a).
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(70) a. ?wie wie heeft geholpen is/*zijn de  kinderen hebben hun ouders geholpen
who what has helped is/are the children have their parents helped

b. ?wie ik aan wie heb voorgesteld is/*zijn ik heb de  studenten
who I to who have introduced is/are I have the students
aan de  docenten voorgesteld
to the teachers introduced

bN. *wie ik aan wie heb voorgesteld is/zijn de  studenten heb ik
who I to who have introduced is/are the students have I
aan de  docenten voorgesteld
to the teachers introduced

Pseudoclefts with a non-elliptical full clause in postcopular position are marginal at the best of times
— but what is important is that to the extent that they work at all, they require a singular copula, is.
For (70b), the ungrammaticality of plural agreement between zijn and de studenten ‘the students’ is
not much of a puzzle: the prospective Agree-goal is in situ within the bowels of the postcopular
answer clause, and not within the copula’s reach. But in (70a), de kinderen ‘the children’ appears
right next to the copula, yet the two cannot engage in an Agree relationship. What points towards
an answer is that Â-fronting of the object to the left periphery of the non-elliptical postcopular clause
is impossible: (70bN) fails even with singular is; the output here is ‘irredeemably anacoluthic’ (to
quote Higgins 1979). In a garden-variety question–answer pair (with two different speakers, or even
a rhetorical one with a single speaker), without a copula between the question and the answer clause,
Â-fronting of the object in the answer would be perfectly fine. But when condensed into a pseudo-
cleft, this is impossible. The left periphery of the answer clause of a QAP-style specificational
pseudocleft appears to be accessible to Â-movement only if ellipsis is applied to the answer clause.
Why exactly this is the case is unclear to me at this time. But if (a) it is a precondition for agreement
with the copula that the Agree-goal be in the Â left periphery of the answer clause (cf. Polinsky &
Potsdam 2001 on long-distance agreement in Tsez) and (b) movement of material into the Â left
periphery of the answer clause is possible only when ellipsis takes place, the ungrammaticality of
plural copula inflection in (70a) is accounted for.

In closing, let me return to the fact that while the elliptical answer clause in single-wh QAPs
and SPCs is a SLUICING construction, ellipsis in the answer clause in multiple-wh QAPs and SPCs
involves GAPPING. The literature has reached no consensus to date on the nature of gapping. There
is a school of thought that considers all cases of ellipsis to involve constituent ellipsis: a syntactic
constituent is marked for ellipsis (perhaps by being the complement of a head endowed with Mer-
chant’s 2001 E-feature). For such an approach to succeed for gapping, it has to manoeuvre the ellip-
sis remnants out of the syntactic constituent marked for ellipsis. The ellipsis remnants of gapping
constructions are one or more c-topics and a focus. If the above discussion is on target, in answers
to multiple-wh questions (incl. those found in pseudoclefts) +c-topic, focus, pairs almost always find
themselves in clause-internal position. In all answer clauses in which the +c-topic, focus, pair is
placed clause-internally, ellipsis cannot be an instance of constituent ellipsis: we must be dealing
with string ellipsis instead. Such string ellipsis elides everything that is not linked to a wh-element
in the preamble (see already Wilder 1997). The discussion of multiple-wh pseudoclefts thus leads
us to endorse Wilder’s approach to ellipsis for the majority of these cases (see also Den Dikken,
Meinunger & Wilder 2000) — with the exception of those amenable to a parse of the type in (67aN).
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This endorsement of string ellipsis does not of course force the broader conclusion that no
ellipsis can ever involve a single syntactic constituent. I argued above that sentences of the type in
(56) with plural copula inflection can ONLY be understood if their derivation involves overt fronting
of the c-topic into the high left periphery. If the focus can join the c-topic into the left periphery (i.e.,
if they can team up syntactically in some way), then sentences of the type in (56) with plural agree-
ment can be treated in terms of constituent ellipsis of the clause — a case of non-wh sluicing. But
the string ellipsis parse in (67a) can only deliver a 3SG copula (as a case of default inflection).

The fact that 3SG inflection is the norm in all multiple-wh pseudoclefts and that the plural-
agreeing versions of (56) are distinctly marked does not bear in any direct way on the question of
how ellipsis unfolds in the answer clause of such pseudoclefts. Number agreement with the imme-
diately postcopular constituent is a case of ‘long-distance agreement’, which in English falls in the
same category as ‘agreement attraction’ — a marked phenomenon.

It may be that constituent ellipsis is the default option, targeting as large a syntactic constitu-
ent as possible. But it may also be that ellipsis generally targets strings and that these strings are
syntactic constituents only in situations in which, independently of considerations having to do with
ellipsis, material is manoeuvred out of the ellipsis site in such a way as to render a syntactic
constituent eligible for ellipsis. The copula agreement facts of pseudoclefts do not settle this matter.
But what they do show is that string ellipsis cannot be written off: we need it for elliptical answers
to multiple-wh questions, especially those whose c-topic is accompanied by negation.

5 They are what define us, you are what make us great — Plural-agreeing
what in free relatives serving as predicates of copular sentences

In this last, short section, I will briefly explore a number agreement phenomenon which, although
not (necessarily) exponed on the copula, nonetheless implicates the copula indirectly, in connection
with its licensing.23 The phenomenon is illustrated by sentences such as those in the title of this
section. A few naturally occurring examples (from a large pool of cases retrievable via an internet
search for strings like “are what are”, “are what define”, “are what make”) are given in (71)–(73):

(71) a. I am the totality of my emotions, my feelings, and my thoughts; they are what define me
(Unity: The Universal Principle Inherent in All of Creation, by Reynaldo Pareja; Xlibris
Corporation, 2020)

b. I want to believe our dreams are what define us
(Demons are Forever, by Kim Baldwin & Xenia Alexiou; Bold Strokes Books, 2012)

c. they are what define and regulate the discursive spaces, that which oversees the
formation of individual enunciations
(Cultural Semiotics: For a Cultural Perspective in Semiotics, by Anna Maria Lorusso;
Springer, 2015)

d. these radical transformations are precisely what define German identity
(21 Lessons for the 21st Century, by Yuval Noah Harari; Penguin Random House, 2018)

23 I am not aware of any discussion of this particular number agreement phenomenon in the morphosyntax
literature; but if this has been discussed previously, I hereby apologise for my ignorance and failure to give due credit.
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e. the elements are what define our true identity
(Out of the Crowd: The Ultimate Guide to Mastering the Art of Standing Out, by
Richard Mwebesa; Xlibris Corporation, 2020)

f. impossibility, like possibility, must be an existential notion, and if possibilities are what
define me, then impossibilities are what define me negatively
(Heidegger, Authenticity and the Self: Themes From Division Two of Being and Time,
edited by Denis McManus; Routledge, 2015)

(72) a. doctrinals are what are called truths; these truths are what are conjoined to good
(Arcana Cœlestia, by Emanuel Swedenborg; J. Hodson, 1812)

b. non-compositional phrasemes are what are commonly known as idioms
(Wikipedia, under ‘phraseme’)

(73) a. thank you all, you are what define me
b. you are what make The Farm so special
c. you are what make our dreams come true

(from the song ‘You Are Us, We Are You’, by Autograph)
d. you are what make small towns and big cities what they are
e. you are what make our restaurants run so smoothly and allow us to be successful
f. you are what give us life
g. you are what give the Club its glamour
h. you are what give life to the clothes, not the other way around
i. you are what give life to this fictional 'I' by imagining it to be real

In all of these cases, including the ones in (73) (which all have a human subject), the what
introducing the free relative that serves as the predicate of the copular clause denotes a sum or
totality of things or properties. It is strikingly impossible to try to make plural-agreeing what ‘stand
for’ a set of humans: *you are what love me the most is impossible (cf. you are the people who/that
love me the most). This much is expected, from the fact that what is not normally used with reference
to humans. But what is puzzling is that the what in (71)–(73) manages to trigger plural agreement
on the finite verb of the free relative clause.

That this is not something what can do in free relatives quite generally is clear from the fact
that, although their counterparts with singular verb agreement in the free relative are fine, sentences
such as the ones in (74) are ungrammatical. It is never possible (as far as I am aware) to use what as
a plural-agreeing subject of a free relative when the free relative is not a predicate. The free relative
can itself be the occupant of the structural subject position of the containing clause, in a predicate
inversion construction (see (75b)) — but it must be the underlying predicate of the clause in which
it is embedded; when we try to construe the free relative with plural-agreeing what as an argument
of the containing clause, the result is bad, as (74) shows.

(74) a. *what define us cannot be characterised with just a few keywords
b. *I am looking for what define us
c. *we should give what define us no further thought

(75) a. these things are what define us
b. what define us are these things
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The restriction on free relatives with plural-agreeing what in fact appears to be even stricter
than this. Not only must the free relative be a predicate, it must specifically be the predicate of a
copular sentence. I have not found plural agreement with what in free relatives embedded under
raising or ECM verbs consider-type verbs when no copula is included:

(76) a. I consider them/these *(to be) what define us
b. I consider them/these *(to be) what make us great

(77) a. these interests seem *(to be) what define us as individuals
b. perceptual features tend to be what define concrete, specific instances as such
c. The labels are not supposed to be what define us

The fact that free relatives with plural-agreeing what are always the predicate of a copular
sentence (whether canonical or inverted) indicates that what gives what the ability to trigger plural
agreement within the free relative is tied both to the function of the free relative in the containing
clause (predicate rather than argument) and to some licensing role played by the copula. In the fol-
lowing paragraphs, I will present the outlines of an account.

The core of the proposal is that free relatives with plural-agreeing what are headed relatives
whose head is a silent plural noun, which I will represent as ‘THINGS’:

(78) [NP THINGS [CP what V[PL] ...]]

In standard English, what cannot normally be used as the relative pronoun in headed relatives: %the
things what he did is possible in many varieties but not in the standard language. I will assume,
however, that standard English does allow what to be used in headed relatives whose head is silent
‘THINGS’. I will not discuss this further because my main interest is not the distribution of what as
a relative pronoun. What concerns us here is (a) the plural agreement on the verb in the relative CP,
and (b) the external distrubution the silent-headed relative in (78).

Regarding (a), what we need is the hypothesis that when the head of the relative clause is
plural, the wh-operator of the relative clause shows concord in number with the head. This hypoth-
esis is well established, entirely independently of the what facts under discussion: though the wh-
operator who is ordinarily singular and hence cannot trigger plural agreement on the verb in
questions, it does bring about plural agreement in relative clauses with a plural head:

(79) who {is/*are} coming to the party?
(80) a. the girl who {is/*are} coming to the party

b. the girls who {are/*is} coming to the party

Next, let us consider (b), the external distribution of (78). The hypothesis here is that the
silent head ‘THINGS’ is subject to two licensing constraints: CONTENT LICENSING and FORMAL

LICENSING (see Rizzi 1986). A silent plural head for a free relative is available only when its plurality
is recoverable from concord with the subject of predication. This is the content licensing part of the
deal. It derives the fact that (78) is only allowed in syntactic contexts in which it serves as the predi-
cate of a plural subject.
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In addition to this content licensing requirement, the silent plural head ‘THINGS’ in (78) is
subject to a formal licensing restriction. The structure in (78) must be formally licensed by being
governed by the copula, the designated formal licenser of the silent head. In the absence of the
copula, formal licensing fails. This accounts for the obligatoriness of the copula in these things seem
*(to be) what define us or we consider these things *(to be) what define us (recall (76) and (77a)).

So even though the copula in the matrix clause of the construction type discussed in this
section is not itself the target of the unusual number agreement pattern (which instead is exponed
on the verb of the relative clause), it does play an essential role in making this pattern happen. It is
only thanks to the fact that the matrix copula formally licenses the silent plural head ‘THINGS’ that
the pattern can arise at all. This silent head in addition demands a plural subject, for content licensing
purposes: the number concord relation between the explicitly plural subject and the silent head of
the predicate allows the latter’s plurality to be recovered. And when the silent head is interpreted as
the subject of the relative clause, the number concord relation between the head and the wh-operator
of the relative clause in turn gives what the opportunity to trigger number agreement on the verb of
the relative clause. Via this chain of events, the number facts in (71)–(73) come into being.

6 Conclusion

This paper has looked at a number of different datasets implicating unusual number agreement in
copular sentences. Two of them, both taken from Dutch, were shown to involve agreement between
the copula and the predicate nominal — transparently in the case of ‘kooplieden sentences’ (dat zijn
kooplieden ‘(lit.) that are merchants’), and abstractly in the wh-question wat zijn dat? ‘(lit.) what are
that’, in which plural copula inflection was argued to be controlled by a silent plural noun in the
structure of the predicate. The third set of data, discussed in section 4, concerned specificational
pseudoclefts with multiple wh-constituents (e.g., who helped who was Mary (helped) John), in which
the first postcopular noun phrase was shown to be able to control number agreement with the copula
provided that it can be syntactically displaced into a position in the Â left periphery of the answer
clause, local to the copula, in a manner similar to what is found in long-distance agreement
phenomena. Taken together, these three datasets further emphasise the importance of structural
locality in the distribution of number agreement in copular sentences. In section 5, I finally took a
brief look at a number agreement pattern in what free relatives serving as predicates — a pattern
which emphasised the complex interaction of predication, licensing and concord in number inflection
phenomena.

Budapest, 20 March 2020
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